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Product MIR/ALU60
Recessed LED Linear

Light Source LED

Lumens/m
Luminaire lumens (4000K)

/LO
Low Output
1900lm/m

/SO
Standard Output

2642lm/m

/HO
High Output

3255lm/m

Length
/6

592mm

/9

873mm

/12

1153mm

/15

1434mm

Driver /STD
Non Dimming

/DALI
DALI Dimming

/SDIM
Switch Dimming

/WI
Wireless Control

Colour 
Temperature

/830
3000k

/840
4000k

/TWH
Tuneable White

Colour /WH
White

Diffuser Options /PW
Polar White

/MPO
Micro Pristmatic Optic

/MICLUM
MPO with Lumieo

Emergency
/ME3
Three hour main-
tained emergency

/ME3-ST
Three hour main-
tained self test 
emergency

/ME3-PRO
Three hour DALI 
addressable 
emergency

/ME3-WI
Three hour Wireless 
addressable 
emergency

To Specify: ALULINE60 LED, 4000k, Standard Output LED modular recessed at 1434mm long finished white supplied com-
plete with DALI control gear and polar white diffuser. 
Part code: MIRALULINE60/LED/SO/2642lm/15/DALI/840/WH/PW

ALULINE60 range provides an energy efficient and high output LED source in the style of a recessed linear luminaire.

With a modern minimalist design the luminaire is suitable for a wide range of applications including offices, meeting 

rooms, circulation areas and receptions.

- A  range of low, standard and high lumen outputs

- Colour Temperatures: 3000k - 4000k - TWH

- Available with Dimming (/STD/DALI/SDIM)

- Wireless Control (/WI) 

- Available with Emergency (/ME3/ME3-ST/ME3-PRO)

- Wireless Emergency (/ME3-WI)

- Diffuser Options: Polar White / Microprism / Lumieo Panel 

  (/PW/MPO/MICLUM)

- A range of modular sizes available from 

  592mm-3609mm, and available in continuous lengths to    

  suit project requirements

- Available in both trimmed and plaster-in options (/T/P)

- Additional sizes, lumen and wattage options available

  Please contact our technical for further details

- 5 year system warranty
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